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Reviewer’s report:

The authors have addressed my comments in a satisfactory way. I think the changes made by the authors have improved the quality of the paper. However, this new version has some linguistics mistakes:

p2: abstract- background: optomizing ==› optimizing?
p4: background: "As has been noted numerous recent reports ==› preposition missing between noted and numerous
p7: may be take ==› may be taken
p11:
  minorty ==› minority
  beeing ==› being
p12: their appears ==› they appear or noun missin
p13:
  high-lebel ==› high-level
  influece ==› influence

several times: trans-disciplinary ==› better transdisciplinary?

References:

20. Clinical andTranslational ==› Clinical and Translational

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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